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The ability to describe strongly interacting matter at finite temperature and baryon density pro-
vides the means to determine, for instance, the equation of state of QCD at non-zero baryon chemical
potential. From a theoretical point of view, direct lattice simulations are hindered by the numerical
sign problem, which prevents the use of traditional methods based on importance sampling. De-
spite recent successes, simulations using the complex Langevin method have been shown to exhibit
instabilities, which cause convergence to wrong results. We introduce and discuss the method of
Dynamic Stabilisation (DS), a modification of the complex Langevin process aimed at solving these
instabilities. We present results of DS being applied to the heavy-dense approximation of QCD, as
well as QCD with staggered fermions at zero chemical potential and finite chemical potential at high
temperature. Our findings show that DS can successfully deal with the aforementioned instabilities,
opening the way for further progress.
I. INTRODUCTION
Strongly interacting matter at finite baryon number
density and temperature has been, and remains, an ac-
tive research subject to understand QCD under extreme
conditions. Features of QCD are typically studied in
thermodynamic equilibrium, where the theory has two
external parameters: the temperature T and and baryon
chemical potential µB . Varying those allows the explo-
ration of the QCD phase diagram in the T–µB plane.
Known phases include ordinary nuclear matter and the
quark-gluon plasma (QGP), with a colour superconduct-
ing phase expected at large µB . Of great appeal are also
the boundaries that mark the transition between these
phases. This phase diagram has a fascinating structure,
which is of significance for the study of hot and/or dense
systems, such as the early universe and heavy-ion colli-
sions.
Heavy-ion collisions have been successfully used to in-
vestigate the high temperature behaviour of QCD at the
Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). These facilities, together with
future ones, namely the Facility for Antiproton and Ion
Research (FAIR) and the Nuclotron-based Ion Collider
Facility (NICA), will further explore the phase diagram
of QCD. They will allow the study of hadronic interac-
tions under extreme conditions, such as higher baryonic
density or very high temperatures.
From a theoretical perspective, some insight, at high
temperature or density, can be gained from perturba-
tion theory. A full picture of the phase diagram, how-
ever, requires non-perturbative methods. Recent lattice
results at non-zero temperature include [1, 2]. Typ-
ically, lattice QCD simulations at finite baryon/quark
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density are carried out using the grand canonical en-
semble, with the chemical potential introduced as conju-
gate variable to the appropriate number density (quark,
baryon, etc). At finite quark chemical potential, the
simulations have to overcome the infamous sign prob-
lem—a complex weight in the Euclidean path integral.
This imposes severe limitations on the applicability of
standard numerical methods [3, 4]. Many approaches to
deal with the sign problem have been proposed, includ-
ing the complex Langevin method [5–8], strong coupling
expansions [9–11], Lefschetz thimbles [12–16], holomor-
phic gradient flow [17], density of states [18–21] and sign-
optimized manifolds [22].
The complex Langevin (CL) method is an extension
of the stochastic quantisation technique [23] to a com-
plexified configuration space, without requiring a positive
weight [5, 7, 8]. The complex nature of the method allows
the circumvention of the sign problem, even when it is se-
vere [24–26]. However, convergence to wrong limits has
been observed both at Euclidean time [27–29], and real
time [30, 31]. These cases of incorrect convergence can
be identified a posteriori, based on the theoretical justifi-
cation of the method [32–35]. Further discussions on the
criteria for correct convergence of complex Langevin can
be found in [36, 37]. Moreover, gauge cooling (GC) [38]
has improved the convergence of complex Langevin simu-
lations for gauge theories. The effects of gauge cooling on
the complex Langevin method have been studied analyt-
ically in [39]. Investigations of gauge cooling in random
matrix theories has been performed in [40, 41].
Complex Langevin simulations, combined with gauge
cooling, have successfully been used in QCD with a hop-
ping expansion to all orders [42], with fully dynamical
staggered fermions [43] and to map the phase diagram of
QCD in the heavy-dense limit (HDQCD) [44]. In that
work, we noticed that, despite the use of gauge cooling,
instabilities might appear during the simulations. Here,
we introduce and elaborate on our method of Dynamic
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2Stabilisation (DS), which has been constructed to deal
with these instabilities.
This paper is organised as follows: in section II we
review the complex Langevin method. Section III mo-
tivates and introduces the method of dynamic stabilisa-
tion. Tests of this procedure, applied to QCD in the
limit of heavy-dense quarks (HDQCD) [45, 46] are dis-
cussed in sections IV and V. Section VI shows the out-
come of applying dynamic stabilisation to simulations
with staggered quarks at zero chemical potential and
at finite chemical potential and high temperatures. We
summarise our findings in sec. VII. Appendices A and B
review the HDQCD approximation and the staggered for-
mulation of lattice quarks, which have been used in our
investigations.
Preliminary results on dynamic stabilisation have al-
ready appeared in [47–49].
II. COMPLEX LANGEVIN
We study QCD by employing the method of stochastic
quantisation [23], with which quantum expectation val-
ues can be computed using Langevin dynamics. These
expectation values are evaluated as averages over a
stochastic process, in which dynamical variables are
evolved over a fictitious time θ. Notably, importance
sampling does not enter in this formulation. The par-
tition function for lattice QCD in the grand canonical
ensemble, where the (quark) chemical potential µ cou-
ples to the quark number, is
Z =
∫
DU detM e−SYM ≡
∫
DU e−S , (1)
where, for the second equality, the bilinear quark fields
have been integrated out. U represents the gauge links,
SYM is the Yang–Mills action and M the fermion ma-
trix, which depends on the gauge links and the chemical
potential, and S = SYM − ln detM .
We consider a SU(3) gauge theory with links Ux,ν , de-
fined on a lattice of spatial volume N3s and temporal
extent Nτ . A Langevin update, using a first-order dis-
cretisation scheme in the Langevin time θ = nε, is given
by [50]
Ux,ν(θ + ε) = exp
[
iλa
(
εKax,ν +
√
εηax,ν
)]
Ux,ν(θ) , (2)
where λa are the Gell-Mann matrices, with Tr
[
λaλb
]
=
2δab, and ηax,ν are Gaussian white noise fields satisfying
〈ηax,µ〉 = 0 , 〈ηax,µηby,ν〉 = 2δxyδabδµν . (3)
The Langevin drift, Kax,ν , is obtained from the action S,
Kax,ν = −Dax,νS = −Dax,νSYM + Tr
[
M−1Dax,νM
]
, (4)
where Dax,ν is the gauge group derivative
Dax,νf(U) =
∂
∂α
f
(
eiαλ
a
Ux,ν
)∣∣∣
α=0
. (5)
Poles may appear in the drift in the presence of
quarks, when detM = 0 and M−1 does not exist. In
some situations this has a negative impact on the re-
sults [51, 52], but, as far as understood, this is not the
case in HDQCD [42, 53]. For further reference, we re-
fer the reader to the extended discussion on the issues
arising from the branch cuts of the logarithm of the
determinant [51–54] In [55] it was clarified that it is
the drift’s behaviour around the poles, rather than the
branch cuts, that affects the reliability of the complex
Langevin method. It is necessary to employ adaptive al-
gorithms to change the Langevin step size ε, in order to
avoid numerical instabilities and regulate large values of
the drift [56].
When the sign problem is present, the Langevin drift is
complex. This results in the exploration of a larger con-
figuration space. The sign problem is circumvented by
allowing the gauge links to take values in enlarged man-
ifolds [5–8, 24, 32, 46]. In the case of QCD, the gauge
group extends from SU(3) to SL(3,C). The extra free-
dom can lead to trajectories where the non-unitary parts
of the gauge links are not small deformations of the orig-
inal theory. The “distance” from the unitary manifold
can be used to identify these trajectories. A possible
measurement of this distance is given by the unitarity
norm
d =
1
3Ω
∑
x,ν
Tr
[
Ux,νU
†
x,ν − 1
]2 ≥ 0 , (6)
where Ω = N3sNτ is the four dimensional lattice volume.
This norm is invariant under SU(3) gauge transforma-
tions and vanishes only if all links Ux,ν are unitary.
It has been shown that simulations in which the uni-
tarity norm is kept under control lead to reliable results,
matching exact ones or results from different methods,
when available [38, 44]. One procedure to reduce the dis-
tance to the unitary manifold is known as gauge cooling
[38]. It consists of a sequence of SL(3,C) gauge trans-
formations, designed to decrease the unitarity norm in a
steepest descent style
Ux,ν → e−εαλafax Ux,ν eεαλafax , (7)
fax = 2
∑
ν
Tr
[
λa
(
Ux,νU
†
x,ν − U†x−ν,νUx−ν,ν
)]
. (8)
The transformation parameters, fax , are obtained by re-
quiring that the first variation of d with respect to a gauge
transformation is negative semi-definite. The coefficient
α can be changed adaptively to optimise the cooling pro-
cedure [57]. A variable number of gauge cooling steps,
depending on the rate of change of the unitarity norm,
can be applied between successive Langevin steps [58].
In our studies involving the heavy-dense limit of QCD
(HDQCD) [45, 46], we have considered the expectation
3value of the traced (inverse) Polyakov loops,
〈P 〉 = 1
V
∑
~x
〈P~x〉 , P~x = 1
3
TrP~x , (9)
〈P−1〉 = 1
V
∑
~x
〈P−1~x 〉 , P−1~x =
1
3
TrP−1~x , (10)
where V is the spatial volume. The average Polyakov
loop is an order parameter for Yang-Mills theories, as it
is related to the free energy of a single quark by 〈P 〉 ∼
e−Fq/T . In the presence of dynamical quarks, it is no
longer an order parameter. However, it still provides
information on whether quarks are free or confined within
hadrons. Another useful observable is the average phase
of the quark determinant, measured in a phase quenched
ensemble, 〈
e2iφ
〉
=
〈
detM(µ)
detM(−µ)
〉
PQ
. (11)
When the sign problem is mild, the phase is not expected
to vary much, leading to an average close to unity. On
the other hand, in situations with severe sign problems,
e2iφ can average out to zero. When dealing with fully
dynamical quarks, we have studied the chiral condensate
〈ψψ〉 = T
V
∂
∂m
lnZ . (12)
This is an order parameter only for massless quarks,
but like the Polyakov loop, still provides information on
quark confinement in general.
III. DYNAMIC STABILISATION
We found that even with a large number of gauge cool-
ing steps, instabilities still may appear [44] in HDQCD
simulations. These change the distribution of the ob-
servables during the Langevin process and lead to wrong
results.
Figure 1 shows the Langevin time evolution of the
Polyakov loop and of the unitarity norm. This situa-
tion has a very mild sign problem, with average phase
〈e2iφ〉 = 0.9978(2) − 0.0003(57)i, and thus results from
reweighting are reliable. We observe two distinct regions:
one is characterised by a sufficiently small unitarity norm
and agreement between gauge cooling and reweighting
results. At a larger Langevin time, i.e. θ & 50, the
agreement disappears as the unitarity norm becomes too
large. It has been concluded in [44] that a large unitarity
norm is an indicator of these instabilities, with 0.03 be-
ing a conservative threshold, after which results become
unreliable.
To keep the unitarity norm under control we have de-
veloped a new technique—dynamic stabilisation—which
consists of adding a SU(3) gauge invariant force to the
Langevin drift. This force is designed to grow rapidly
with the unitarity norm d and to be directed towards the
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FIG. 1. The average Polyakov loop (red) and unitarity norm
(green) as functions of the Langevin time for HDQCD on a
103×4 lattice, with κ = 0.04, β = 5.8 and µ = 0.7. Agreement
with reweighting is found when the unitarity norm is lower
than O(0.1). The data was first presented in [44].
SU(3) manifold. One possible implementation is given
by the substitution
Kax,µ → Kax,µ + iαDSMax , (13)
with the new term
Max = ib
a
x
(∑
c
bcxb
c
x
)3
(14)
and
bax = Tr
[
λa
∑
ν
Ux,νU
†
x,ν
]
. (15)
We remark that our choice for the additional force, which
acts equally in all four directions, is not unique. The
parameter αDS allows us to control the strength of the
this force. A similar strategy has been used successfully
for nonrelativistic fermions in one dimension [59, 60].
We point out that Max is not invariant under general
SL(3,C) gauge transformations, but it is with respect
to SU(3) transformations. Moreover, it is not holomor-
phic, since it is constructed to be a function of only the
non-unitary part of the gauge links, i.e., of the combi-
nation UU†. This is necessary to make Max scale with
the unitarity norm, such that explorations of the non-
unitary directions can be controlled. Therefore, it can-
not be obtained from a derivative of the action. This
invalidates the standard justification for the validity of
complex Langevin [32, 33], which require a holomorphic
Langevin drift. Nevertheless, numerical evidence of the
convergence to the correct limit of CL simulations with
dynamic stabilisation will be shown in sections V and VI.
A na¨ıve expansion of Max in powers of the lattice spac-
ing is possible if one writes the SL(3,C) gauge links as
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FIG. 2. The average Polyakov loop as function of the
Langevin time for HDQCD on a 103×4 lattice, with κ = 0.04,
β = 5.8, µ = 0.7 and αDS = 100.
Ux,ν = exp
[
iaλa
(
Aax,ν + iB
a
x,ν
)]
. Then, formally,
Max ∼ a7
(∑
c
B
c
xB
c
x
)3
B
a
x +O(a
8) , (16)
B
a
x =
∑
ν
Bax,ν . (17)
The continuum behaviour will be discussed in section V,
where we show results for different gauge couplings. By
construction, the DS drift is purely imaginary and thus
acts only on the imaginary parts of the Langevin drift.
Checks of how the Langevin and DS drifts behave in a
situation with a severe sign problem are shown in sec-
tion IV.
An initial result of complex Langevin simulations using
one step of gauge cooling1 and dynamic stabilisation is
shown in fig. 2. We have used the same parameters of
fig. 1 and found agreement with reweighting for the entire
length of the simulation. Figure 2 also demonstrates that
it is possible to stabilise complex Langevin simulations in
a way that gauge cooling alone is not able to, allowing
for longer simulation times and thus smaller statistical
errors.
IV. DEPENDENCE OF OBSERVABLES ON αDS
The complexity of gauge theories makes it difficult to
predict the effect of the control parameter αDS on the
Langevin dynamics. However, two limiting cases can be
expected: for small αDS the DS drift becomes very small,
essentially not affecting the dynamics. For large values of
1 We have checked that multiple gauge cooling steps lead to a neg-
ligible improvement. At least one gauge cooling step is required,
since dynamic stabilisation does not affect the real part of the
drift, which can develop large fluctuations [57].
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FIG. 3. The average Polyakov loop as a function of αDS com-
pared with the result generated with reweighting for HDQCD
in a 103 × 4 lattice, with κ = 0.04, β = 5.8 and µ = 0.7.
Agreement is found once αDS is sufficiently large.
αDS, the DS force heavily suppresses excursions into the
non-unitary directions of SL(3,C), which can be inter-
preted as a gradual reunitarisation of the gauge links. We
illustrate the effect of different αDS on complex Langevin
simulations of HDQCD in two cases. The first scenario
corresponds to an average phase of the quark determi-
nant close to unity, i.e., when the sign problem is mild
and comparisons with reweighting are possible. In the
second case, the average phase is very small, indicating a
severe sign problem. Both scenarios have been simulated
with inverse coupling β = 5.8 and hopping parameter
κ = 0.04. Additionally, one gauge cooling step has been
applied between consecutive Langevin updates.
Results for the first scenario are shown in fig. 3. These
simulations use a volume of Ω = 103 × 4 and chemical
potential µ = 0.7. We find agreement with reweighting
for sufficiently large αDS. Figure 3 seems to indicate that
one could choose an arbitrarily large αDS. However, it
is necessary to keep in mind that, for these parameters,
these simulations have the average phase of the fermion
determinant close to unity, and a very mild sign problem.
When the sign problem is severe, indicated by a highly
oscillating phase of the fermion determinant, reweight-
ing cannot be applied reliably. In principle, complex
Langevin combined with gauge cooling is a viable option
to simulate these regions of the phase diagram. How-
ever, as seen in fig. 1, we have observed disagreement
with reweighting, when the unitarity norm becomes too
large. Figure 4 shows the Polyakov loop as function of the
Langevin time for a scenario with severe sign problem,
without and with DS. These simulations were carried out
a volume of Ω = 83 × 20 and µ = 2.45. In this case the
average phase is 〈e2iφ〉 = −0.0042(35) − 0.0047(35)i, in-
dicating a very small overlap between the full and phase
quenched models. The Polyakov loop in the simulation
without DS changes to a different value for θ & 20 when
the unitarity norm exceeds O(0.1). We use the region be-
fore the unitarity norm rises as a reference point to test
dynamic stabilisation. Due to this small sampling region,
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FIG. 4. The Langevin time evolution of the Polyakov loop
using gauge cooling (top) and dynamic stabilisation (bottom)
for HDQCD on a 83 × 20 lattice, with κ = 0.04, β = 5.8 and
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the statistical uncertainties of the gauge cooling simula-
tions are comparatively large. The results are compatible
for a wide region of αDS, as shown in fig. 5. We find dis-
agreement when αDS is outside a certain window. This
can be understood as follows: for αDS very small the DS
drift is too small to be effective; on the other hand, large
values of the control parameter cause a heavy suppression
of the exploration of the non-unitary directions.
Figure 5 shows the existence of a region in αDS, which
agrees with GC. Our data suggests that
∂O
∂αDS
= 0 , (18)
for a given observable O, is a criterion for determining
the region where DS gives the correct values2. In other
2 We thank Gert Aarts for suggesting this.
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FIG. 7. Histogram of the drift added by dynamic stabilisation
for different values of the control parameter αDS.
words, the region of least sensitivity to αDS provides the
best estimate.
Fig. 6 shows the average unitarity norm as a function of
αDS for both previously studied scenarions, with average
phases close to unity and close to zero (parameters shown
in the figure). It is visible that DS is able to restrict the
exploration of SL(3,C) to submanifolds whose distance
to SU(3) decrease with αDS. When the sign problem is
severe, a plateau in the unitarity norm seems to emerge
for large αDS; while for milder sign problems, the results
follow a power-law indicated by the line in the figure.
For the remainder of this section we study histograms
of the drift of eq. (13), as they are relevant in the con-
text of the criteria for correctness [32–35]: a heavy-tailed
distribution leads to incorrect results. In fig. 7 we show
the histograms of the DS drift for four choices for the
control parameter αDS. These simulations correspond to
the scenario with a severe sign problem, i.e. Ω = 83 × 20
and µ = 2.45. Larger drifts are less frequent than smaller
ones. For large enough values of αDS the histograms be-
come more localised distributions.
For αDS = 10
0 we observe larger values of the product
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FIG. 8. Histogram of the imaginary part of the Langevin
drift, i.e. eq. (20), multiplied by the Langevin step size, for
different values of the DS control parameter αDS.
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FIG. 9. Histogram of the real part of the Langevin drift, i.e.
eq. (19), multiplied by the Langevin step size, for different
values of the DS control parameter αDS.
αDSεM
a
x , due to the larger unitarity norm. We remind
the reader that Max is a function of the combination UU
†
(see eq. 14), similar to the unitarity norm. As αDS in-
creases, the unitarity norm decreases and then plateaus
(seen in fig. 6), and so does Max . Intuitively, for very
large αDS the DS drift overshadows the Langevin drift
coming from the physical action.
The Langevin drift from eq. (13) has real and imagi-
nary components given by
Re[Kax,µ] = Re[−Dax,µS] , (19)
Im[Kax,µ] = Im[−Dax,µS] + iαDSMax . (20)
The suppression of the imaginary part of the Langevin
drift can be seen in the histogram of fig. 8. The real
part of the drift is plotted in fig. 9 and essentially re-
mains unchanged by dynamic stabilisation, once αDS is
sufficiently large, as evident in the inset. For too small
values of αDS, the system can explore a large region of
SL(3,C), which causes a different behaviour and lead to
convergence to a wrong limit.
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V. CONTINUUM BEHAVIOUR OF DYNAMIC
STABILISATION
To check the continuum limit of the dynamic stabili-
sation, we have performed three simulations at different
gauge couplings, specifically β = 5.4, 5.8 and 6.2, in a lat-
tice of volume 83×20, κ = 0.04, µ = 2.45 and αDS = 103.
As in the previous section, we have applied one gauge
cooling step between subsequent Langevin updates. The
resulting histograms for the DS drift are shown in fig. 10.
At finer lattices, larger values of the dynamic stabilisation
drift Max occur less frequently. Furthermore, the change
in gauge coupling has a small effect on the real part of
the Langevin drift, as seen in fig. 11. These changes cor-
respond to different physics being simulated at different
lattice spacings. This implies that the drift arrising from
DS, Max , decreases faster than K
a
x .
The deconfinement transition of the heavy dense ap-
proximation of QCD was studied in refs. [38, 57]. The
gauge coupling was varied in the interval 5.4 ≤ β ≤ 6.2.
These simulations have a lattice of volume 63 × 6, chem-
ical potential of µ = 0.85 and hopping parameter of
κ = 0.12. It was found that the average plaquette from
complex Langevin with just gauge cooling disagrees with
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FIG. 12. The average spatial plaquette as function of β. Our
simulations use a volume 63 × 6, µ = 0.85 and κ = 0.12. The
data points have been slightly shifted for better readability.
reweighting for β . 5.5. We have investigated whether
dynamic stabilisation can remedy this discrepancy. As in
our previous studies, we added one step of gauge cooling
between consecutive Langevin updates.
Our simulations use an αDS = 10
3. Figure 12 shows
the spatial plaquette as function of the gauge coupling.
We find good agreement between complex Langevin sim-
ulations using dynamic stabilisation and the reweighting
results from refs. [38, 57, 61] in both confined and decon-
fined phases. In table I we further list the average spatial
plaquette between simulations that used reweighting, dy-
namic stabilisation and just gauge cooling. The discrep-
ancy between reweighting and gauge cooling results is
clearly visible. On the other hand, agreement between
DS and reweighting can be seen for all values of β used
in the simulations.
VI. STAGGERED QUARKS
A. Staggered quarks at µ = 0
In order to evaluate the fermionic contribution to the
Langevin drift of eq. (4) we employ a bilinear noise
scheme and the conjugate gradient method to calculate
the trace and inverse, respectively. One characteristic of
the bilinear noise scheme is that, at µ = 0, the drift is
real only on average [43]. Therefore, a non-zero unitarity
norm is expected even for vanishing chemical potential.
This can cause simulations to diverge. We have investi-
gated whether DS is able to successfully keep the unitar-
ity norm under control, by comparing complex Langevin
and hybrid Monte-Carlo (HMC) simulations3. We have
used four different lattice volumes, 64, 84, 104 and 124.
3 We thank Philippe de Forcrand for providing the results from
hybrid Monte-Carlo simulations.
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FIG. 13. The chiral condensate at zero chemical potential
as a function of αDS. The green band represents the value
obtained from a HMC simulation. The simulations were car-
ried out in a volume of 63 × 6, four quark flavours of mass
m = 0.025, and gauge coupling β = 5.6.
First, we have identified a suitable value for the control
parameter αDS following the procedure in section IV, i.e.
using equation (18). After finding the optimal values for
αDS for each lattice size, we extrapolated the results to
zero Langevin step size. We have performed studies with
four degenerate quark flavours of mass m = 0.025 and
inverse coupling β = 5.6. We have analysed the aver-
age values of the plaquette and (unrenormalised) chiral
condensate. For these parameters, the quarks are decon-
fined, indicated by non-zero values for the chiral conden-
sate.
The results for the chiral condensate at zero chem-
ical potential for Ω = 64 are shown in fig. 13, where
the green band indicates the result from the HMC run.
The Langevin simulations had an average step size of
∼ 4× 10−5, which leads to approximately 3000–5000 in-
dependent configurations, including an auto-correlation
analysis as proposed in [62]. We find very good agree-
ment between hybrid Monte-Carlo and complex Langevin
simulations. The two leftmost points have a unitarity
norm larger than 0.03 and are thus not taken into ac-
count.
Figure 14 displays a comparison of the plaquette be-
tween complex Langevin and HMC for the lattice vol-
ume of 124. A straight line has been fitted to the points
generated by the Langevin simulations to extrapolate to
zero step size, as the integration scheme is of first or-
der [50]. We find clear agreement within the quoted un-
certainties. Results for the average plaquette and chiral
condensate after extrapolation to zero step size can be
found in table II. The table shows excellent agreement
between HMC and CL simulations for both observables
in all four volumes considered.
Recent works on complex Langevin and gauge cooling
applied to staggered fermions include [63, 64]. There,
a discrepancy between the CLE and exact results is re-
ported for V = 124 at the same inverse coupling and
quark mass used here, but with two flavours of staggered
8TABLE I. The average value for the spatial plaquette, from HDQCD simulations at 63 × 6, κ = 0.12 and µ = 0.85, using
reweighting, dynamic stabilisation and gauge cooling. Reweighting data have been taken from [38, 57, 61]
.
β RW DS GC
5.4 0.47164(33) 0.472007(86) 0.504292(75)
5.5 0.49687(38) 0.49708(11) 0.516607(56)
5.6 0.52461(47) 0.52441(12) 0.530817(72)
5.7 0.55086(63) 0.55064(19) 0.547050(97)
5.8 0.57097(58) 0.570849(69) 0.56547(22)
5.9 0.58417(47) 0.584086(37) 0.58220(16)
6.0 0.59533(42) 0.595220(28) 0.594490(67)
6.1 0.60533(38) 0.605332(24) 0.604713(50)
6.2 0.61460(36) 0.614567(22) 0.614275(33)
TABLE II. Average values for the plaquette and chiral condensate from simulations of four flavours of na¨ıve staggered fermions
at β = 5.6, m = 0.025 and µ = 0. The Langevin results have been obtained after extrapolation to zero step size.
Plaquette ψψ
Volume HMC Langevin HMC Langevin
64 0.58246(8) 0.582452(4) 0.1203(3) 0.1204(2)
84 0.58219(4) 0.582196(1) 0.1316(3) 0.1319(2)
104 0.58200(5) 0.58201(4) 0.1372(3) 0.1370(6)
124 0.58196(6) 0.58195(2) 0.1414(4) 0.1409(3)
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FIG. 14. The plaquette at zero chemical potential as a func-
tion of the average Langevin step size. The green band rep-
resents the value obtained from a HMC simulation and the
blue region depicts the error band from the linear fit to the
Langevin data.
fermions. This tension can potentially be removed by
using dynamic stabilization and careful extrapolation to
zero step size. A larger volume (V = 164) has been con-
sidered in [65].
B. Staggered quarks at µ 6= 0
We have carried out a qualitative simulation of stag-
gered quarks at high temperatures spanning a wide range
of µ. The chemical potentials vary from µ = 0 until sat-
uration, where the entire lattice is filled with quarks. We
use lattices with a spatial volume of V = 123 for two
different temperatures, Nτ = 2 and 4, with two degen-
erate quark flavours of mass m = 0.025. The inverse
coupling is fixed to β = 5.6. With these input param-
eters, the pion and nucleon masses are mpi ≈ 0.42 and
mN ≈ 0.93 in lattice units [66]. At high temperatures,
the inversion of the fermion matrix is numerically cheap
and converges quickly even for large µ. At lower temper-
atures, however, we have seen that the inversion becomes
more expensive, as the number of iterations easily exceed
104. Further work using more state-of-the-art inverters
and algorithms are under way and will enable simula-
tions at lower temperatures. As before, we employ one
step of gauge cooling and add a DS force with a control
parameter of αDS = 10
3. The chiral condensate, shown
in fig. 15, is not extrapolated to zero step size, but serves
a proof of principle. Also shown in the plot are verti-
cal lines indicating the regions of pion (µ = mpi/2) and
baryon condensation (µ = mN/3). This figure shows
that there are, in principle, no obstacles for a complex
Langevin simulation of dynamical quarks.
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FIG. 15. The chiral condensate as a function of the chemical
potential, in units of the nucleon mass, for different temper-
atures. Also indicated are the lines of pion (left) and baryon
(right) condensation.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Dynamic stabilisation (DS) was introduced to deal
with instabilities found in complex Langevin simulations,
especially when the gauge coupling is small or the unitar-
ity norm rises steadily. The method is based on adding
a non-holomorphic drift to complex Langevin dynamics
to keep simulations in the vicinity of the SU(3) manifold.
We have studied the dependence of the observables on the
control parameter αDS and have presented a criterion to
tune it appropriately. We also found numerical evidence
that the DS drift decreases when the lattice spacing is
reduced and has a localised distribution. Dynamic stabil-
isation improved results on the deconfinement transition
for HDQCD, previously shown in [38], where a discrep-
ancy between reweighting and complex Langevin was ob-
served. We find good agreement with reweighting for all
gauge couplings in both confined and deconfined phases.
We presented a study of complex Langevin simulations
of QCD with na¨ıve staggered fermions at vanishing chem-
ical potential. After extrapolating the Langevin results
to zero step size, we found excellent agreement between
complex Langevin and hybrid Monte-Carlo simulations
for the plaquette and chiral condensate for four differ-
ent lattice volumes, despite dynamic stabilisation adding
a non-holomorphic drift. Our findings rectify the dis-
crepancy found in earlier studies in [63, 64]. For µ > 0,
we were able to observe changes in the chiral conden-
sate as the chemical potential increases at high temper-
atures. In those cases, dynamic stabilisation kept the
unitarity norm under control and allowed for long simu-
lations. However, the extent of these studies were limited,
as simulations at lower temperatures showed a numerical
difficulty arising from the inversion of the fermion matrix.
More analytical work on the justification of dynamic
stabilisation is desirable, as DS formally violates the
proof of convergence of CL. Nevertheless, numerical evi-
dence clearly shows no difference between HMC and CL,
even at a sub-permille level. This needs to be confirmed
at non-zero µ, by comparing with other approaches, such
as those mentioned in section I. We are currently working
on using improved algorithms and state-of-the-art inver-
sion techniques. Those will allow for better control over
the inversion of quark matrix and enable simulations at
lower temperatures and finite density.
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Appendix A: Heavy-dense QCD
A useful testing ground for methods to deal with
the sign problem is the heavy-dense limit of QCD
(HDQCD) [45, 46]. In this model, quarks can only evolve
in the (Euclidean) temporal direction, with the spatial
hoppings neglected. The gluonic action is the standard
Wilson gauge action. The temporal hoppings are kept, so
that all dependence on the chemical potential is retained.
This model shares interesting features with QCD, such
as the sign and overlap problems as well as a phase tran-
sition at zero temperature and finite µ, and is therefore
ideal for testing the effects of dynamic stabilisation. The
QCD effective action reads
S = SYM − ln detM(U, µ) , (A1)
with SYM being the Wilson gauge action, at inverse cou-
pling β. The HDQCD fermion determinant simplifies to
detM =
∏
~x
{
det
[
1 + heµ/TP~x
]2 [
1 + he−µ/TP−1~x
]2}
,
(A2)
where T = 1/Nτ is the temperature, µ is the chemical
potential, h = (2κ)Nτ . Lattice units are used throughout
this paper. The Polyakov loop and its inverse read
P~x =
Nτ−1∏
τ=0
U(~x,τ),4ˆ , P−1~x =
0∏
τ=Nτ−1
U−1
(~x,τ),4ˆ
. (A3)
The term with e−µ/T , which is irrelevant in the heavy-
dense limit (κ → 0 and µ → ∞, with κeµ kept
constant), is required for the symmetry [detM(µ)]
∗
=
detM(−µ∗).
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Appendix B: Staggered quarks
We have used the unimproved staggered fermion action
for NF fermion flavours, whose matrix elements read
M(U, µ)x,y = mδx,y +
∑
ν
ην(x)
2
[
eµδν,4Ux,νδx+aν ,y
−e−µδν,4U−1x−aν ,νδx−aν ,y
]
, (B1)
with x and y being spacetime coordinates, ην(x) the
Smit-Kawamoto phase and aν is a unit vector in the ν-
direction. The staggered fermion matrix has the symme-
try,
xM(U, µ)x,yy = M
∗(U,−µ∗)y,x , (B2)
where x = (−1)x1+x2+x3+x4 is the staggered equivalent
of γ5. This implies that detM(U, µ) = detM
†(U,−µ∗),
leading to a complex effective action and a sign problem
for real chemical potentials.
The Langevin drift originating from the effective action
using eq. (B1) is given by
KF = D
a
x,µ ln detM(U, µ)
=
NF
4
Tr
[
M−1(U, µ)Dax,µM(U, µ)
]
. (B3)
We have used the bilinear noise scheme and the
conjugate gradient method to evaluate the trace and
inversion, respectively, in the fermionic drift [43]. At
µ = 0 the drift is real. However, in the bilinear noise
scheme this is true only on average. Therefore, a
non-zero unitarity norm is expected.
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